Coded caching is a technique where we utilize multi-casting opportunities to reduce rate in cached networks. One limitation of coded caching schemes is that they reveal the demands of all users to their peers. In this work, we consider coded caching schemes that assure privacy for user demands with a particular focus on reducing subpacketization. For the 2-user, 2-file case, we present a new linear demand-private scheme with the lowest possible subpacketization. This is done by presenting the scheme explicitly and proving impossibility results under lower subpacketization. When only partial privacy is required, we show that subpacketization can be significantly reduced when there are a large number of files.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data traffic has been growing rapidly in recent years with content delivery contributing a significant part. Network usage during peak hours could be much higher than that in off-peak hours. Caching is a way to alleviate network congestion during peak hours by prefetching content at the user during off-peak hours. Depending on the limitations on memory, a part of these files would be prefetched and once the user makes a demand, the rest of the requested file will be transmitted.
Maddah-Ali and Niesen had shown in their seminal paper that coding can achieve significant gain over uncoded caching by making use of multicast opportunities [1] . Coded caching achieves an additional global caching gain, which is proportional to the number of users. Their scheme is shown to be order optimal with an information-theoretic lower bound on the number of files needed to be transmitted (known as rate). Though the exact lower bound on peak rate is still an open problem several works had investigated this and came up with tighter bounds [2] , [3] . The problem has been studied in several settings like decentralized caching [4] , nonuniform demands [5] , multiple levels of cache [6] to name a few. Coded prefetching, where linear combinations of subfiles are stored in caches, can improve the rate-memory trade-off over uncoded prefetching in a few regimes [7] , [8] . There has been research towards constructing combinatorial and graphical models for the caching problem [9] , [10] . These models had helped to develop schemes with lower subpacketization [11] , [12] .
One area of particular interest is security and privacy in coded caching. In typical coded caching schemes, other users involved in the multicast or eavesdroppers might get to know the identity of the file a particular user demanded and its contents. Furthermore, users will be able to partially access files which they have not demanded. Sengupta et al. [13] proposed a method for preventing information leakage to an external wiretapper with the use of cryptographic keys. Vaishakh et al. [14] had recently shown that the contents of a file could be revealed only to the user/users who requested it, using secret sharing techniques.
One aspect that has not been investigated much is the privacy of the user requests in the specific context of coded caching. As we were preparing this manuscript, we became aware of work due to Wan and Caire [15] . They use a different approach for user request privacy where each transmission is composed of subfiles from all files to achieve privacy. Kamath [16] also addressed the problem of demand privacy and their approach is similar to the one in this work. Further differences between our work with [15] and [16] are detailed below.
In this work, we explore methods to obtain privacy of each user's requests from the other users in coded caching keeping subpacketization an important parameter. Our specific contributions are as follows: i) We focus on the 2-user, 2-file case in detail and provide an achievable transmission rate versus cache storage curve under a demand privacy constraint. ii) For the 2-user, 2-file case with cache storage of 1 file, we show an explicit demand-private scheme achieving a multicast transmission rate of 2/3 with a subpacketization of 3. This scheme cannot be 978-1-7281-5120-5/20/$31.00 c 2020 IEEE obtained using the general scheme proposed in [16] , which, in fact, requires a subpacketization of 6. iii) For the 2-user, 2-file case, we prove some impossibility results on subpacketization of 2 and uncoded cache storage for linear coded caching with demand privacy. These are some of the first negative results in this new area. iv) Finally, we propose a general K-user, N -file partially demand-private scheme that provides a tradeoff between the level of privacy and reduction in subpacketization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system setup and the problem statement. In Section III, we provide demand-private schemes and an achievable rate vs cache memory curve for the case of two users and two files. We prove certain impossibility results with respect to packetization and coded prefetching. In Section IV, we describe the general scheme for constructing demand-private schemes from non-private coded caching schemes from [16] , and provide specific instances of the construction from PDAs resulting in lesser subpacketization. We also introduce the notion of partially private schemes and show how to construct a partially private scheme.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System setup
Assume that we have a server with N files, each with F bits. The i-th file is denoted W i . The server is connected to K users via a multicast link. Each user has a cache of size M F bits. The cache contents of the i-th user are denoted Z i . The system setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The cache system works in two phases. In the
. . . first phase, called the placement phase, the cache of each user is populated with content by the server. In addition, the server sends metadata or header information ΘpZ i q about how the cache content was derived from the files to User i. The header information is assumed to be small in size when compared to the file size. Note that during the placement phase the server is unaware of the files demanded by the users. We assume that file-requests and the transmission of cache content and header takes place over a private link between the server and each user.
In the second phase, called the delivery phase, each user requests the server for one of the files from the set of N files. The demand of the i-th user is denoted D i , where D i P rN s fi t0, 1, . . . , N´1u. The demands of all the users 0 to K´1 is denoted by the demand vector D " pD 0 , D 1 , . . . , D K´1 q. We assume that the D i are all i.i.d. random variables uniformly distributed over rN s and that the demands are sent over a private link between the user and the server. Based on the demands, the server multicasts packets, typically of the same size. The entire multicast transmission from the server is denoted X D for a demand vector D. It consists of RF bits. The transmission X D depends on the cache Z i and the demands D i . The quantity R is called the rate of transmission. In addition to X D , some additional metadata or header information about the transmission is typically multicast in coded caching schemes. This metadata, denoted ΘpX D q, is usually small compared to the file size and provides critical information for decoding by the users.
The main requirement in a coded caching scheme is that User i should be able to decode the file W Di using Z i , ΘpZ i q, X D and ΘpX D q. In other words, we require
We denote a coded caching scheme with K users, N files, local cache size M , and rate R as a pK, N ; M, Rq coded caching scheme, or as a pK, N q scheme in short.
B. Demand privacy in coded caching
We will introduce the notion of demand privacy in coded caching with a simple example. Consider the p2, 2q coded caching scheme due to Maddah-Ali and Niesen [1] shown in Fig. 2 .
Suppose that the demand is pA, Aq. This results in the server transmitting A 1 ' A 0 , along with the linear combination information. Though each user can recover the missing portion of the file demanded by them, this scheme has the unfortunate side effect of revealing the demands of each user to the other parties. From the header and scheme details, it is clear to User 0 that User 1 demanded the file A and vice versa. If the transmission is A i ' B j , then the i-th user can infer that the j-th user has requested A. In general, users can use the combined information of their cache, demands and
Non-private scheme from [1] for N " 2 files, K " 2 users and demand vector, D " pD 1 , D 2 q.
transmitted data from the server to learn about another user's demands. Based on the preceding discussion, to achieve demand privacy in a coded caching scheme, we impose the following additional condition for all demand vectors D:
So we need the i-th user completely uncertain about what the j-th user demands, given all information available to User i in the coded caching scheme. It can be shown that the standard Maddah-Ali-Niesen scheme [1] does not satisfy the demand privacy condition in Eq. (2).
We will first consider the case when there are two files and two users. Note that a complete characterization of the M vs R region in the case of two files/users was one of the starting points of the area of coded caching as well. Even in this scenario, it is challenging to characterize the memory-rate tradeoff. Therefore, it is important to fully characterize the same region with demand privacy. We have made some partial progress towards this problem.
First, we will show the design of a linear p2, 2; 1, 2{3q coded caching scheme with demand privacy having a subpacketization (number of parts into which each file is divided) of 3. In comparison, directly converting a p4, 2q-Maddah-Ali-Niesen scheme into a p2, 2; 1, 2{3q demandprivate scheme requires a subpacketization of 6 [16] .
A. pM =1, R=2{3q scheme with subpacketization 3
The two files, A and B, are divided into 3 parts A i , i = 0, 1, 2 and B i , i = 0, 1, 2. Table I summarizes the scheme. In the placement phase, the server places either Z i0 or Z i1 , with equal probability, as the cache Z i for User i. The actual choice is private between the server and User i. If user i was assigned the cache Z i0 , then the multicast transmissions X D0D1 for each possible demand pD 0 , D 1 q are as shown in Table I. It can be   TABLE I 
seen that all the demands are served. From Table II , we see that there exists another assignment of cache for each user which recovers the other file with the same transmission and hence demands are private under this assignment. Table II shows the recoverable files with each possible cache content for a given transmission. For the same 
transmission, each user is able to recover either file A or file B with the two possible cache contents. Since the actual cache content is private, we readily see that this scheme satisfies the demand privacy condition in Eq. (2).
B. Dual private schemes
We show that a p2, 2; M 1 , R 1 q scheme with demand privacy can be converted into a p2, 2; R 1 , M 1 q demandprivate scheme and this results in symmetric R vs M capacity bounds for the p2, 2q case. One can observe that the roles of caches and transmissions can be interchanged in the symmetric file recovery matrix in Table II . Hence, from the scheme given in Table I , we can arrive at a scheme given in Table III with rate R=1 for M =2{3. We call this scheme the dual of the original scheme. Our next result generalizes the above for all p2, 2q private schemes that use one of two caches uniformly at random. 
Notation
Possible Cache Contents Lemma 1 (Duality of transmissions and caches). Suppose that there exists a p2, 2; M =M 1 , R=R 1 q private scheme where the server places one of two possible cache contents uniformly at random. Then, there exists a p2, 2; M =R 1 , R=M 1 q private scheme.
Proof. Consider a p2, 2; M =M 1 , R=R 1 q private scheme where the transmissions and possible caches can recover files as in Table II . We can create a scheme where cache of User 1 is chosen at random from tX AB , X BA u and that of User 2 from tX BB , X AA u. For any cache pair, one of tZ 00 , Z 01 , Z 10 , Z 11 u will be the transmission and the users can recover all the demands while maintaining privacy as seen from Table II. A consequence of the above duality is that the achievable trade-off between memory and rate for p2, 2q private schemes is symmetric about the line M =R. Using Lemma 1 and time sharing, we can plot the upper bounds for the achievable pM, Rq pair for p2, 2q private schemes as shown in Fig. 3 .
C. Towards lower bounds and optimal subpacketization
In the non-private case, the M vs R region is fully characterized for two users and two files. For the case with demand privacy, it is not clear whether any of the points in the achievable M vs R curve shown in Fig. 3 are optimal, or if the subpacketizations are optimal.
While we do not have lower bounds and optimality results yet, we present a few basic impossibility results involving subpacketization and coding of cache contents.
In the non-private case for two users/files, subpacketization of 2 suffices to result in optimal rate of R= 1 2 for M =1. For the private case, we have the following result. Lemma 2. Consider N " 2, K " 2 with subpacketization of 2 and M " 1. A rate R " 1{2 cannot be achieved with demand privacy when using a linear scheme.
Proof. A proof is given in [17, Appendix A].
For subpacketization of 3, the scheme in Section III-A uses coded cache contents, which is not typical in the non-private setting. In the setting considered here for demand privacy, we have the following result on coding in cache contents. Lemma 3. Consider N " 2, K " 2 with subpacketization of 3 and M " 1. If the cache contents are not allowed to be coded (i.e. linear combinations of two or more file parts are not allowed to be stored in cache), a rate R " 2{3 cannot be achieved with demand privacy when using a linear scheme.
Proof. A proof is given in [17, Appendix B] .
IV. GENERAL SCHEME AND PARTIAL PRIVACY In this section, we describe the general scheme from [16] that provides the design of a demand-private coded caching scheme from non-private schemes.
Theorem 4 (Existence of private schemes [16] ). If there exists a pKN, N ; M, Rq coded caching scheme, then there exists a private pK, N ; M, Rq scheme.
Proof. Assume that we have a pKN, N ; M, Rq nonprivate scheme. Let the cache contents of each of the users be given as Z 1 i , where 0 ď i ă N K. Partition the users into sets of size N . We partition the N K users as
Denote the cache of the kth user of the private scheme as Z k . This is chosen as follows:
where r k is uniformly distributed on t0, 1, . . . , N´1u.
During delivery the server receives the demand vector pd 0 , . . . , d K´1 q. The server then generates the transmission corresponding to the demand vector of the nonprivate scheme. This demand vector is of length N K and denoted D 1 = pd 1 j q. We can assign any random permutation of the demands rN s to the users in U k subject to the condition that d 1 r k`p k´1qN = d k . Denote the demand vector of the non-private pKN, N q scheme as D 1 = pd 1 j q jPrN Ks . Since the non-private scheme can accommodate all demands, it can also serve this demand. Transmit X D 1 as per the non-private scheme. Then each user of the private scheme is able to receive the file requested.
Demand privacy can be shown as follows. The i-th user of the private scheme is able to recover the file he or she requested. The same transmission can be used to recover all the files by the caches Z 1 pj´1qK , . . . , Z 1 jK´1 . However, the i-th user does not know which of these caches has been assigned to the j-th user. Since all of them are equally likely to be assigned to j-th user by construction, the uncertainty about the demand D j given D i , X, Z i is HpD j q. Thus, the privacy of demands is preserved. Observe that the cache size of users and the rate of transmission in the private scheme are same as those in the non-private scheme. From this it follows the demand private scheme has the parameters pK, N ; M, Rq as claimed.
Remark (Extended demand vector). The extended demand vector D 1 created using a simple permutation is given as d 1 j = d k´rk`j mod N for pk´1qN ď j ă kN where 0 ď k ă K.
A. Constructions using Maddah-Ali-Niesen schemes and PDAs
Using the Maddah-Ali-Niesen scheme [1] as the nonprivate scheme in Theorem 4, we obtain the following: A general framework for non-private coded caching schemes was proposed in [9] using placement delivery arrays (PDAs). We can convert many of these schemes to private coded caching schemes. Some of them improve upon those derived from schemes [1] in subpacketization or other parameters. For positive integers K, f , Z and S, a pK, f, Z, Sq placement delivery array is a fˆK matrix containing either a "˚" or integers from t0, 1, . . . , S´1u in each cell such that they satisfy a few conditions [9] .
Here, f is the subpacketization, and S is the total number of transmissions each of size 1{f of the file. For any N , we can obtain a pK, N ; N Z f , S f q coded caching scheme from a pK, f, Z, Sq placement delivery array.
Corollary 6 (Private schemes from PDAs). If there exists a pN K, f, Z, Sq PDA, we can obtain a private pK, N ; N Z f , S f q coded caching scheme, for any N . Proofs for Corollaries 5 and 6 are provided in [17] . We now present an example of a private scheme with N =2, K=3, derived from a PDA. Consider the PDA from [9, Eq. (7)] corresponding to 6 users and 4 subfiles.
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We assume that each file W i is split into f subfiles which are denoted as W i,j , where 0 ď j ă f . In the nonprivate scheme, the cache contents of the i-th user are given below. Z 1 k " tW i,j : i P r0, 2q, j P r0, 4q such that p j,k "˚u The transmission for demand vector pd 1 0 ,¨¨¨, d 1 5 q is
For N =2 files, A and B, we can create a private (3, 2; 1, 1) scheme as shown in Fig. 4 . 
B. Case of two files, two users
For the N =2, K=2 case considered earlier, the M =1, R= 2 3 construction presented in Section III-A is not derived from a non-private scheme but constructed directly. In fact, a construction from the Maddah-Ali-Niesen scheme using Theorem 4 results in a subpacketization of 6, compared to the subpacketization of 3 needed for the scheme in Section III-A. This shows that direct construction has the benefits of improved subpacketization.
C. Partial privacy and reduction in subpacketization
The scheme modified from the non-private scheme can have less subpacketization if full privacy is not needed. Suppose that 2-file privacy suffices. That is, at the end of the multicast transmission, every user has an ambiguity of one of two files about any other user's demand. We can use a p2N, Kq non-private scheme to arrive at an pN, Kq partially private scheme where any user's demand is possibly one of two files to another user. These schemes are important particularly when we have large number of files compared to users. For example, if N =10 and K=2, then a fully private scheme using Corollary 5 would require the non-private scheme to have K 1 = N K = 20. With M =5, such a scheme would require a subpacketization f =`K 1 K 1 M N˘=`2 0 10˘= 184756. But under 2-file privacy for this setup, K 1 = 2K = 4, and we can use a subpacketization as low as f =`4 2˘= 6. In Fig. 5 , we show a partially private p2, 4; 2, 2{3q scheme from a p4, 4; 2, 2{3q non-private scheme providing an ambiguity of two files. 
